
蒸気用エアベント
AIR VENT

AT9N



The AT9N is an air vent for steam to discharge large quantities of air 

quickly, thereby greatly reducing equipment start-up time. In order to get 

maximum benefit from this product, be sure to read this manual before 

installation.
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AIR VENT



(1) Maximum allowable pressure (PMA): 4.0 MPa(580psig)

(2) Maximum allowable temperature (TMA): 400ºC(752ºF) 

(3) Maximum operating pressure (PMO): 1.6 MPa(230psig)

(4) Maximum operating temperature (TMO): 350ºC(662ºF)

(5) Size: 15 mm(1/2�), 20mm(3/4�), or 25mm(1�)

(6) Year of production: The two leftmost digits in the four-digit 'S.No.' on the nameplate 

      are the last two digits of the year of production.

(7) Flow direction: Shown by an arrow.

(8) Body material: A105.

*Some pictures and illustrations in this manual are that of the representative model of AT9N models.

  Refer to the catalog for details about dimensions and other specifications. 
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* When installing the product, be sure to leave enough clearance for maintenance.



Remove the dustproof seals covering both connections of the air vent.

Check the flow direction marked on the side of the body.

The AT9N can be used for both horizontal and vertical lines. However, be sure to
install the air vent on upper part of line where air is easy to accumulate. And also,
be sure not to install it upside-down in a horizontal line, as it will cause the air vent
to malfunction.
When installing an AT9N in a horizontal line, be sure to maintain a slight slope to 
the line, so that any condensate will flow smoothly. 

Open the isolation valve on the upstream line slowly and make sure the product 
works normally.
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The performance of air vents deteriorates gradually over time due to wear, corrosion, 
or dirt accumulating around the valve seat. To keep steam control systems and 
equipment working well, periodic maintenance of air vents is essential.

After repairing the air vent, re-assemble the parts in reverse order, as follows.

・Insert the seat gasket (18), screw the valve seat (3) into the body (1).

・Reinstall the screen (17) in the body (1).

・Reinstall the spring (5) on the valve seat.

・Reinstall the bimetal unit so that the spring plate (6) on the bimetal unit fits 
  into the spring (5).

・After placing the cover gasket (14) on the body (1), screw the cover (2) onto the 
  body (1). Then, reinstall the adjustment unit.

・When replacing an O-Ring (13), or removing the adjust bolt (11) from the cover (2),
  perform the following steps to set the temperature after you have assembled the
  adjustment unit.

Only set the temperature when the bimetals in the body are flat,
before any steam is flowing. Be sure not to set the temperature while
the steam trap is in operation.

When an air vent fails, it is necessary to clean the internal parts and to replace
damaged parts.
To dis-assembly of air vent, follow the steps below.

・Loosen the cover (2), and remove the adjustment unit which includes the cap (15), 
  the adjust bolt (11), the adjust nut (12), the O-Ring (13), and the gasket (16).

・Remove the bimetal unit (4,6,7,8,9,10) and the spring (5) by hand.

・Remove the valve seat (3) using a socket wrench.

Repairs
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Across the flats

50 mm (1.97�)

17 mm (0.67�)

24 mm (0.94�)

14 mm (0.55�)

Torque

160 N-m (1600 kgf-cm)(1389 lbf-in)

22 N-m (220 kgf-cm)(191 lbf-in)

33 N-m (330 kgf-cm)(287 lbf-in)
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○Setting of temperature

・Remove the cap (15).

・Hold the adjust bolt (11) using a screwdriver, and
  loosen the adjust nut (12) using a wrench.

・Turn the adjust bolt (11) slowly clockwise until it stops.
  This position is the start point for setting the
  temperature.

・Turn the adjust bolt (11) 4 full turns counter-clockwise.

・Hold the adjust bolt (11) using a screwdriver, and then
  lightly tighten the adjust nut (12).

・Attach the cap (15).
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The O-Ring (13) is damaged. Replace the O-Ring (13).
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4

Replace the air vent with a larger

capacity.

Dirt is stuck around the valve (4)
or valve seat (3).
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★ Guidance for reading special product name 

 

 

○○○-○○-□ 

 

 
 

Special symbol: symbol apply only to special product  

 (Please refer to table 1 for details) 

1 suffix English letter after “-“. 

Model symbol: Product model number 
 

 

Table 1  Symbol description 
              

                
Suffix 

Special contents 

A Approved high-pressure gas trap 

C Blow valve attached & countermeasure against scale 

K Change of gasket 

L Special face to face dimension 

M  Change of parts material 

P  Change of operating pressure 

R Change of screen mesh or countermeasure against scale 

T  
Parts are standards, and the specification (operating temp, press. 
etc.) is changed 

V Change of air vent 

X  Other than mentioned above or complex of special contents above 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 



 For any questions about the product that you purchased or about the details in this user’s 
manual, please contact the following.

 © 2017 MIYAWAKI INC.
This user’s manual may not be reproduced or copied in whole or in part, without the 
written consent of MIYAWAKI INC.

 Some special specifications of the product you have, may found to be different from the 
ones in the user's manual. If you have any question, please contact MIYAWAKI, our 
local authorized agent, or the place where you purchased.



INTERNATIONAL SALES DEPT. 
2-1-30, Tagawakita, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka, 532-0021, Japan
Tel: +81-6-6302-5549
www.miyawaki.net   e-mail: export@miyawaki-inc.co.jp

EU Importer and Authorized representative: 

MIYAWAKI GmbH

Birnbaumsmühle 65, 15234 Frankfurt (Oder), Germany 
Tel: +49-335-4007-0097  
www.miyawaki.net   e-mail: info@miyawaki.de 

China Importer and Authorized representative: 

MIYAWAKI WEST Co.,ltd 

Room 1705, No.1, Building,No.311, Yanxin Road, Huishan Economic Development Zone, 
Wuxi, Jiangsu, China 
Tel: +86-510-8359-5125 
www.miyawaki-inc.com.cn    e-mail: mywkwest@miyawaki-inc.com.cn 
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